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Hengst Filtration at AAPEX 2021 – One-of-a-kind VW Atlas build by Jamie Orr

It seems like an eternity since we exhibited at AAPEX but now the wait is over, and we are more excited than
ever to be back! After two years we feel it is time for a fresh look and that is exactly what we are doing at this
year’s show!
Hengst is excited to work with world traveler, professional car builder, driver, influencer, and self-proclaimed
VW Nerd Jamie Orr on a very special VW Atlas for our booth this year! This VW Atlas is truly a one-of-a-kind as
it has been modified to celebrate the 25th anniversary of the VW Golf Harlequin.
What is the genesis of the Harlequin you may ask; according to Newsroom.com: ‘‘The idea for the Harlequin
drew inspiration from a 1964 Volkswagen Beetle ad that depicted a multi-colored Beetle, touting its easily
interchangeable parts over many model years. To demonstrate the colors available for the European launch of
the Volkswagen Polo city car in 1995, Volkswagen created a model with multiple paint colors for an auto-show
display, dubbed “Harlekin.”
This unique Golf was manufactured in 1996 and was a limited production of only 264 with a unique paint job of
four colors – Red, Yellow, Green and Blue, (this will be the exact paint color scheme from the original
Harlequins in 1996.)
It’s fair to say that the VW Golf Harlequin has a cult following since these cars were made in such a limited
quantity. This is what makes us so excited to work with Jamie to bring this rare car back! We cannot wait to
unveil this unique, one-of-a-kind VW Atlas Harlequin at this year’s AAPEX Show. Make sure you stop by the
Hengst booth #34027 to see this build and meet Jamie Orr!
Please note that the picture is this press release is the VW Atlas that was built by BradBuilds to give the reader
a visual reference of the car Hengst is working on with Jamie.

